Working with the Agraria complex, an ensemble of buildings
dating from the 1920s-1950s, situated in the Grbavica neighbourhood, there was close attention payed to what was to be
kept from the existing constructions and what needed to be
transformed. The main Agraria building, facing towards the
street, preserves the modernist proportions it was initially
designed to have.
The new complex works with a concept of layers, presenting
itself to the rest of the mostly residential neighborhood with a
closed off outer coat, which grants access only through the
street facade. Once you step in, the inner coat presents you a
whole new image of the Agraria artistic production space.
The dynamic between the anthropogenic
and organic elements found on the site
also played an important role in the new
design. The trees that were there, growing through the existing architecture, are
now also reflected by the structure of the
back building, creating a geometric artificial forest that breaks through the roof
and brings light in the space.
As for functions, the spaces are divided
as follows: the building to the street
houses the small gallery, indoor cafe-bar
(ground floor) and the architecture
coworking space (first floor), the side
building has the public maker space
(ground floor), the artist residences (first
floor) and the terrace (second floor), and
the back building has the main gallery
(ground floor), the artists' workshops
(first floor) and the library (second floor).
The courtyard functions as a public
space that invites interested audiences
to experience and take part in various
cultural events.
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